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Hudson Hall Goes for Tres

Rookie Driver Hudson Hall is gaining a lot of recognition in the Late Model division at Langley
Speedway, Hampton VA.

Newport News, VA(PRWEB) May 18, 2005 -- Langley Speedway will resume its racing program Saturday
night after a week off for the Richmond race weekend. Hudson Hall will be looking for his third consecutive
TOP 10 finish. Hall will be making his fifth start this season in the LATEMODEL division. Â�Its been great
to get back in the drivers seat,Â� Hall stated. Â�After a two year hiatus, we came back to Langley in its top
division and we have continue to look forward to the incredible racing action here.Â�

Hall currently leads the Rookie points and sits seventh in the Late Model Division points. Â�We have a long
road a head of us, we have been working hard in the shop and on the track to continue our climb to the top,Â�
Hall said, Â�Wewould love a win, but at this time we want to focus on finishing races in the top 10 every
week.Â�

Several postings on racerap.com and a lot of talk throughout the regional racing community has prompted
Hudson Hall to develop a strategic plan of action. Â�I had a lot of questions being asked of my future in
racing,Â� stated Hall Â�at this time we are considering several options with a few teams. I received offers
from a late model and Hooters Pro Cup stand point but being so early in the year we arenÂ�t committing to
anything yet.Â� Hudson Hall will continue to accept offers from teams and potential sponsors throughout the
year. The team is set to launch their website on June 1st.

For more information on Hudson Hall and sponsorship opportunities contact Zac Boals at 757-371-6634.
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Contact Information
Zac Boals
HUDSON HALL PR
757-547-0210

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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